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Abstract
The gene mapt codes for the microtubule-associated protein Tau. The R406W amino acid substitution in Tau is associated with
frontotemporal dementia with parkinsonism linked to chromosome 17 (FTDP-17) characterized by Tau-positive filamentous
inclusions. These filamentous Tau inclusions are present in a group of neurodegenerative diseases known as tauopathies,
including Alzheimer’s disease (AD). To gainmore insights into the pathomechanismof tauopathies, we performed anRNAi-based
large-scale screen in Drosophila melanogaster to identify genetic modifiers of Tau[R406W]-induced toxicity. A collection of RNAi
lines, putatively silencing more than 7000 genes, was screened for the ability to modify Tau[R406W]-induced toxicity in vivo. This
collection covered more than 50% of all protein coding fly genes and more than 90% of all fly genes known to have a human
ortholog. Hereby, we identified 62 genes that, when silenced by RNAi, modified Tau-induced toxicity specifically. Among these 62
modifierswere three subunits of theDynein/Dynactin complex. Analysis on segmental nerves offly larvae showed that panneural
Tau[R406W] expression and concomitant silencing of Dynein/Dynactin complex members synergistically caused strong
pathological changes within the axonal compartment, but only minor changes at synapses. At the larval stage, these alterations
did not cause locomotion deficits, but became evident in adult flies. Our data suggest that Tau-induced detrimental effects most
likelyoriginate fromaxonal rather than synaptic dysfunctionand that impaired retrograde transport intensifiesdetrimental effects
of Tau in axons. In conclusion, ourfindings contribute to the elucidation of diseasemechanisms in tauopathies like FTDP-17 orAD.

Introduction
Mutations in the gene mapt, which encodes Tau, are associated
with frontotemporal dementia with Parkinsonism linked to
chromosome17 (FTDP-17) (1–3). Oneof theseautosomal-dominant,

FTDP-17-causing mutations results in the amino acid substitu-
tion alanine to tryptophane at position 406 in the Tau protein
(Tau[R406W]) (2). Patients with FTDP-17 suffer from disturbed
motor skills, behavior and cognition. In post-mortem brains
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derived fromFTDP-17 patients, frontotemporal atrophyandmas-
sive loss of neuronal cells are observed. Inmost FTDP-17 patients,
abnormal accumulations of the Tau protein are detected. In the
case of Tau[R406W] carriers, these appear to be similar to Alzhei-
mer’s filaments (2). Not surprisingly, Tau[R406W] was shown
to display an enhanced tendency to form filaments as when
compared with wild-type Tau (4). Filamentous deposits of hyper-
phosphorylated microtubule (MT)-associated protein Tau, the
so-called neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs), are cardinal features for
several neurodegenerative disorders including Alzheimer’s dis-
ease (AD) (5–9). NFTs are the common pathological hallmark in
all these diseases, which are summarized as tauopathies.

Physiological Tau is associated with MTs, stabilizing the
highly dynamic MT network in mature neurons (10–13). In
healthy condition, there is an equilibrium between Tau bound
and unbound to MTs. In tauopathies, however, a large portion
of Tau is hyperphosphorylated and not attached to MT (14,15).
Hyperphosphorylated Tau is believed to have high aggregation
propensity and accordingly represents the major constituent of
NFTs (16). However, it is still elusive how Tau, either native,
hyperphosphorylated or aggregated, contributes to neuronal
decline.

Several mechanisms to explain the involvement of Tau in
neurodegeneration have been discussed to date. Clinical symp-
toms and neuropathology in post-mortem AD brains correlate
with the presence and distribution of NFTs, thus a link between
toxicity and the conformational changes in aggregating Tau was
presumed (17–20). However, other data suggest that aggregate
formation is rather a protective cellular response (21). This hy-
pothesis is supported by the finding that Tau-induced toxicity
in mammalian neuronal cell culture in Caenorhabditis elegans
and Drosophila melanogaster occurs without the presence of
NFTs (22–25). In addition, it is known that Tau binds to and stabi-
lizes MTs, the main tracks of axonal transport. Increased detach-
ment of Tau causes a destabilization and breakdown of the MT
network. In highly compartmentalizedneuronswith their axonal
projections, this will eventually cause an interruption of axonal
transport (26–28). In addition to this loss-of-function impact on

the MT-based transport, several studies revealed a direct inter-
action of Tau and axonal transport mechanisms. It has been
shown that hyperphosphorylated but still soluble Tau protein is
decreasing efficiency of axonal transport in vivo (29). Even direct
interactions with key players of the transport machineries have
already been reported (30).

To gain more insights into these molecular mechanisms, we
performed an unbiased genetic screen in Drosophila, set to iden-
tify modifiers altering Tau toxicity. In the past, Drosophila has
proved to be a useful model organism to analyze pathomechan-
isms of human neurodegenerative diseases (31–34). In particular,
the short lifespan and availability of genetic tools in Drosophila
havemade it themodel organism of choice for identifying genet-
ic interactions. To achieve this, we utilized a library of RNAi lines
comprised of almost all fly genes having a human ortholog (35)
that covers roughly 50% of all protein coding genes in Drosophila.
The RNAi lines allowing Gal4-dependent expression of inverted
repeat (IR) sequences. Once the IR is transcribed, the resulting
RNA forms short hairpins (shRNA). These in turn will be re-
cognized and processed by the endogenous RISC complex, even-
tually resulting in silencing of the targeted gene by RNA
interference (RNAi) (36,37).

Our results suggest that impaired function of transport by the
Dynein/Dynactin complex strongly enhances Tau-induced
toxicity.

Results
An RNAi screen to identify modifiers of Tau-induced
toxicity

Eye-specific (GMR-Gal4) expression of Tau[R406W] (GMR>Tau
[R406W]) resulted in a rough eye phenotype (REP) in adult flies
(Fig. 1A). The severity of the Tau-induced REP correlated with
the loss of photoreceptors (22) and has been proved to be sensi-
tive readout for genetic modifications (38,39). Thus, we used
changes in REP appearance as an indicator for a genetic inter-
action. In the context of the screen, we first eliminated all RNAi

Figure 1. Screening for modifiers of Tau[R406W]-induced toxicity. (A) Eye-specific expression of Tau[R406W] induces an REP used as the primary readout for screening

(middle). Genetic modifiers were identified based on changes in the Tau[R406W]-induced REP, exemplarily depicted is one suppressor (left) and one enhancer (right).

Scale bar indicates 200 µm. (B) Flow chart illustrating the accomplished screen including secondary analysis to reduce the number of candidates and to verify

identified interactions. (C) Gene products encoded by candidate genes were grouped according to assigned gene ontology (GO) terms.
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fly lines that after being crossed to GMR-Gal4 produced offspring
with an REP. Using this criterion, 857 lines were excluded as the
combined expression with Tau[R406W] would putatively en-
hance the Tau-induced REP in a non-specific manner. Next, we
proceeded with the remaining 6889 lines (Fig. 1B). These lines
were crossed with GMR>Tau[R406W], and the F1 generation was
screened for robust changes in the Tau-dependent REP. A total
of 86 genes were identified to modify Tau[R406W]-induced tox-
icity when silenced via RNAi. An overview of the primary screen
and a brief summary of screen results are depicted in Figure 1B.

Specificity of candidates

Next wewonderedwhether the identified candidates are specific
modifiers of the Tau-induced REP. Wewere aware of the fact that
RNAi-mediated silencing of some genesmight render retina cells
susceptible to toxic insults. Thus, we assayed our candidates for
their ability to modify toxicity induced by proteins/peptides
linked to neurodegenerative diseases other than tauopathies.
As different disorders usually display different etiologies, we as-
sumed that Tau-specific modifiers should not have an impact on
REPs induced by the expression of these proteins/peptides. GMR-
Gal4-driven expression of a C-terminal fragment of ATXN3 (Atax-
in-3) with a stretch of 78 glutamines (polyQ) results in an REP that
is sensitive towards genetic modification (35,40–43). Thus, we in-
vestigatedwhether the 86 Tau[R406W]modifiers identified in our
screen might have similar effects on the REP, induced by polyQ
(Supplementary Material, Fig. S1). We found that the majority
of candidates (62 out of 86 modifiers) were uniquely modifying
Tau[R406W]-induced toxicity (Fig. 1B). We grouped these specific
candidates in functional categories according to assigned Gene
Ontology (GO) annotations (Fig. 1C) and identified expected cat-
egories (e.g. phosphatases and kinases). An overview of the spe-
cific modifiers of Tau[R406W] and assigned GO annotations is
provided in Table 1. Twenty-fourmodifiers similarly effected tox-
icity caused by Tau[R406W] or polyQ expression. This suggests
that silencing these genes might limit overall fitness of cells or
impair mechanisms reducing the ability of cells to copewith dis-
ease-linked proteins/peptides. To further test this hypothesis, we
used the fact thatGMR-Gal4-driven expression of TAR-DNA bind-
ing protein-43 (TDP-43), a protein linked to amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS) and frontotemporal lobal degeneration (FTLD)
causes an REP in flies (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1). Indeed,
we found that except one, all tested modifiers, which affected
Tau- and polyQ-induced phenotypes, similarly enhanced or
suppressed TDP-43-induced REPs (Supplementary Material,
Table S1).

Toxicity of wild-type and mutant Tau is similarly altered
by modifiers

Mutations in mapt (e.g. Tau[R406W]) are linked to FTDP-17 with
FTLD-tau pathology. To test whether the modifiers identified in
our screen specifically alter Tau[R406W]-induced toxicity or re-
present general modifiers for Tau-induced toxicity, we analyzed
the ability of our candidates to also change toxicity induced by
overexpression of human wild-type Tau (Tau[WT]). To com-
paratively analyze the different Tau variants in vivo, wefirst gen-
erated new transgenic fly lines by using the ɸ-C31 site-specific
recombination (44). By site-specific introduction of transgenic
constructs, position effect variegation is minimized resulting
in comparable Tau expression levels (Fig. 2A). Driving the ex-
pression of either Tau[WT] or Tau[R406W] by GMR-Gal4, we ob-
served a moderate REP without any obvious differences in

strength (Fig. 2B). Next, all Tau-specific candidates were tested
for differences in their ability to modify Tau[WT] and Tau
[R406W]-induced REPs. With the exception of Cwc25 (CG2843),
all modifiers similarly affected Tau[R406W] and Tau[WT]-in-
duced REPs (not shown). RNAi-mediated silencing of Cwc25 in
combination with Tau[R406W] expression caused lethality in
our primary screen and in combination with our site-specific
Tau[R406W] transgene. In contrast, silencing of Cwc25 in Tau
[WT] expressing background resulted in viable offspring. More-
over, Cwc25 silencing did not even enhance the Tau[WT]-in-
duced REP (Fig. 2B).

Silencing members of the Dynein/Dynactin complex
enhanced Tau[R406W]-induced REP

Expression of shRNA directed to silence expression of Dynein
heavy chain 93AB (dhc93AB), Glued (p150) and Dynamitin (p50)
selectively enhanced the Tau-induced REP (Table 1). The corre-
sponding three genes code for keymembers of themulti-protein
Dynein/Dynactin complex, schematically depicted in Figure 3A.
In addition, we identified three Dynactin subunits, p62, p25 and
Arp11, as subtle enhancers of REP. Although the observed subtle
modifications did not pass our restrictive thresholds set in the
primary screen, an enhancement of the Tau-induced REP by
RNAi-mediated silencing of these genes was evident (Fig. 3B).
Further, members of the Dynein/Dynactin complex include
Dynein light intermediate chain (DLIC), Dynein intermediate chain
(DIC), CapZ, Arp1 and p22/24. Unfortunately, analysis of RNAi
lines expressing shRNA specific for DLIC, DIC and CapZ was not
possible, because silencing of these genes caused alterations of
external eye structures with GMR-Gal4 alone. There is no RNAi-
line available for theArp1 ortholog CG6174 at the ViennaDrosoph-
ila Resource Center (VDRC) and there is no ortholog of vertebrate
p22/24 in flies. Thus, RNAi lines silencing these genes were not
present in our collection. In summary, RNAi-mediated silencing
of all testedmembers of the Dynein/Dynactin complex enhanced
the Tau[R406W]-induced REP. Thus, our data strongly suggest
that an impairment of the normal function of the Dynein/Dynac-
tin complex aggravates Tau[R406W]-induced REP.

Silencing members of the Dynein/Dynactin complex
impairs retrograde axonal transport

The Dynein/Dynactin complex is thought to mediate retrograde
transport (46). In order to investigate whether the retrograde
transport is impaired in the case of p50 silencing, we analyzed
transport ofmitochondria in segmental nerves ofDrosophila lar-
vae. Mitochondria were chosen to analyze axonal transport im-
pairment. Overexpression of tagged transported cargo proteins
might have an effect on overall vesicle abundance, whichwould
falsify our analysis.Monitoringmitochondriamovement in vivo,
we found that upon p50 silencing, neither the speed nor the rate
of transported mitochondria in the anterograde direction was
impaired. As expected, the speed of retrograde transported
mitochondria was also unaffected. Only the rate of mitochon-
dria transported in the retrograde direction was significantly re-
duced in the case of p50 silencing (Fig. 3C). Silencing of p150glued,
another member of the Dynein/Dynactin complex, had similar
effects on transport of mitochondria (not shown). Thus, the re-
duced rates of retrograde transported mitochondria are most
likely due to a reduced abundance of Dynein/Dynactin com-
plexes upon silencing of p50/p150glued. Potential off target ef-
fects are unlikely, as two independent RNAi lines silencing
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Table 1. Specific modifiers of the Tau[R406W]-induced toxicity

No. Name CG Effect on Tau Involved in process Human ortholog

1 Lerp
CG31072

L Lysosomal transport IGF2R

2 Dhc93AB
CG3723

L MT-based transport DNAH17

3 Cwc25
CG2843

L RNA processing CWC25

4 –

CG3808
L RNA processing TRMT2A

5 snRNP-U1-C
CG5454

L Nuclear mRNA splicing SNRPC

6 –

CG5986
L – C1orf55

7 fzy
CG4274

L Cell cycle CDC20

8 Gdi
CG4422

L Signal transduction GDI1

9 par-6
CG5884

L Tight junction assembly PARD6G

10 –

CG32442
L Lipid metabolism ARV1

11 p150
CG9206

E MT-based transport DCTN1

12 p50
CG8269

E MT-based transport DCTN2

13 alphaTub84B
CG1913

E MT-based transport TUBA1A

14 alphaTub67C
CG8308

E MT-based transport TUBA1C

15 Scamp
CG9195

E Protein transport SCAMP1

16 g
CG10986

E Vesicle-mediated transport AP3D1

17 Elongin-B
CG4204

E Gene expression TCEB2

18 Spp
CG11840

E Membrane protein proteolysis HM13

19 Prosalpha7
CG1519

E Protein catabolism PSMA3

20 Nedd8
CG10679

E Proteolysis NEDD8o

21 Fer1
CG10066

E Regulation of transcription PTF1A

22 –

CG10979
E Regulation of transcription ZNF800

23 –

CG17327
E Translation PTRH2

24 hipk
CG17090

E Protein phosphorylation HIPK2

25 –

CG32666
E Protein phosphorylation STK17A

26 –

CG6330
E Uridine metabolism UPP2

27 Su(z)2
CG3905

E Brain development BMI1

28 Flo-2
CG11547

E Cell adhesion FLOT2

29 –

CG7896
E Cell adhesion IGFALS

30 –

CG8664
E Cytoskeleton organization PCLO

31 Snp
CG44248

E Exonuclease activity ERI2

32 Apf
CG31713

E Induction of apoptosis NUDT2

Table continues
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Table 1. Continued

No. Name CG Effect on Tau Involved in process Human ortholog

33 Vha16
CG3161

E Insulin receptor signaling ATP6V0C

34 Vha36
CG8186

E Insulin receptor signaling ATP6V1D

35 –

CG14184
E Lysosome organization LAMTOR1

36 krz
CG1487

E MAPK signaling pathway ARRB1

37 Dab
CG9695

E Nervous system development DAB1

38 T3dh
CG3425

E Oxidation–reduction process ADHFE1

39 –

CG3500
E Regulation of apoptosis TEX261

40 GstS1
CG8938

E Glutathione metabolization HPGDS

41 –

CG7433
E Amino acid metabolization ABAT

42 Cyp301a1
CG8587

E Tergite morphogenesis CYP24A1

43 ttv
CG10117

E Heparan sulfate proteoglycan biosynthesis EXT1

44 –

CG8785
E Amino acid transmembrane transport SLC36A4

45 –

CG32479
E Ubiquitin-dependent protein turnover USP10

46 –

CG42788
S Regulation of synapse plasticity FRMPD4

47 –

CG18508
S Signal transduction C18orf32

48 nord
CG30418

S Extracellular matrix organization C4orf31

49 Mad1
CG2072

S Cell cycle MAD1L1

50 Shroom
CG34379

S Cell morphogenesis SHROOM3

51 –

CG31259
S – TMEM135

52 –

CG5500
S – C17orf90

53 hep
CG4353

S Protein phosphorylation MAP2K7

54 –

CG6418
S Protein localization DDX42

55 –

CG31534
S Protein ubiquitination LMO7

56 –

CG32351
S Proteolysis LAP3

57 –

CG14621
S Transport SLC35E1

58 Nuf2
CG8902

S Neurogenesis

59 –

CG43444
S – TET1

60 –

CG32809
S –

61 –

CG3511
S Protein folding PPWD1

62 –

CG15629
S Metabolic DHRS3

Table lists gene names (if applicable) and gene ID of all identified specific modifiers of the Tau[R406W]-induced REP. A brief summary of the molecular and biological

functions assigned to the identified fly gene products (flybase) is given. In addition, the names of the human homolog (as listed in the HomoloGene database) are

also indicated. S, suppressor; E, enhancer; L, lethal.
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p50 and p150glued caused reduced rates of retrograde transported
mitochondria.

Tubulin network in axons is unaffected by silencing
members of the Dynein/Dynactin complex and
concomitant Tau[R406W] expression

The observed enhancement of Tau[R406W]-induced toxicity
could be a consequence of a destabilized MT network by RNAi-
mediated impairment of the retrograde transport. However, the
anterograde transport was not affected by silencing of p50
(Fig. 3C). Anterograde transport is mediated by the MT network
and would have been impaired in the case of MT breakdown. In
addition, staining of segmental nerves in third-instar larvae ex-
pressing Tau[R406W] in combination with RNAi-mediated silen-
cing of Dynein/Dynactin complex members did not show any
obvious changes of theMTnetwork uponTau[R406W] expression

or RNAi-mediated silencing of Dynein/Dynactin complex subu-
nits (Supplementary Material, Fig. S2).

Axons with Tau[R406W] expression and RNAi-mediated
silencing of Dynein/Dynactin complex subunits show
early signs of axonopathies

Next, we focused on analyzing segmental nerves of these larvae
for morphological changes. Impairment of fast axonal transport
is known to be accompanied by the formation of axonal swel-
lings, characterized by the local increase in axon diameter and
immune reactivity for the membrane marker horseradish perox-
idase (HRP). Moreover, an accumulation of axonal cargo inside
axonal swellings is observed (47). Staining for HRP and axonal
cargo proteins have been successfully used to assay impaired
axonal transport in larvae affected by progressive motor neuron
disease (48). Although HRP accumulations are seldom detected
uponTau[R406W] expression alone, p50 silencing in combination
with Tau[R406W] expression resulted in HRP-positive areas. In
these larvae, increased HRP staining co-localize with axonal ac-
cumulation of cysteine string protein (CSP). CSP is a marker of
synaptic vesicles (SVs), commonly not enriched in axons (49).
Only axonal swelling in segmental nerves of larvae with con-
comitant p50 silencing and Tau[R406W] expression showed CSP
accumulation (Fig. 4A–C). The observed CSP accumulations
were most likely not cumulative but rather synergistic, as they
were not observed in the non-combined situation, p50 silencing
or Tau[R406W] expression alone (Fig. 4C).

RNAi experiments can be confounded by off-target effects.
Thus, we intended to independently verify our findings by im-
pairing retrograde transport genetically without employing
RNAi silencing components of the Dynein/Dynactin complex.
To achieve this, we impaired retrograde transport by expression
of a dominant negative variant of p150Glued (p150Glued-DN) (50,51).
Expression of p150glued-DN robustly induced HRP immune re-
activity (Fig. 4D–F), which was not further increased by con-
comitant expression of Tau[R406W] and p150Glued-DN (Fig. 4D).
The strong alterations of axonal membranes upon expression
of p150glued-DN compared with p50 RNAi expression suggest that
detrimental effects in larvae with p150glued-DN expression are
more severe.

To score for axonal swellings, we stained larval segmental
nerves for the vesicular glutamate receptor (VGlut), another SV
protein (52). Although, p150Glued-DN alone was sufficient to
cause a strong increase in HRP immune reactivity in segmental
nerves, only amild accumulation of VGlut was observed. Import-
antly, these VGlut accumulations were exacerbated by concomi-
tant expression of Tau[R406W] and p150Glued-DN (Fig. 4D–F). In
summary, we observed axonal swellingwith cargo accumulations
by monitoring two different vesicular proteins, CSP and VGlut. In
the presence of Tau[R406W], impairment of retrograde axonal
transport by RNAi against p50 or expression of p150Glued-DN did ex-
acerbate axonal defects in segmental nerves of Drosophila larvae.

Axonal accumulation of synaptic proteins precedes
synapse degeneration

The defects in axonal transport might be either the cause or the
consequence of impaired synaptic stability. In order to assess the
temporal sequence of pathological events, we wanted to analyze
the effects of Tau[R406W] expression and concomitant p50
knockdown on larval neuromuscular junctions (NMJs). First, we
quantified the abundance of SV markers at NMJs. Interestingly,
Tau[R406W] expression alone led to a significant decrease in

Figure 2. Silencing Cwc25 has different effects on flies expressing Tau[WT] or Tau

[R406W]. (A) Western blot demonstrating comparable Tau levels in fly head

lysates derived from flies with either Tau[WT] or Tau[R406W] expression. (B)
Light micrographs (LM) and SEM of flies with eye-specific expression of

indicated Tau variants. The Tau[R406W]-expressing fly line used for screening

displays high Tau levels and induces an obvious REP (left). In the absence of

concomitant shRNA expression, flies with identical Tau[WT] and Tau[R406W]

expressions (site-directed insertions) show similar REPs (upper rows).

Simultaneous silencing of Cwc25 by RNAi has no impact on the Tau[WT]-

induced REP, whereas Cwc25 silencing in combination with Tau[R406W]

expression results in lethality (lower row). GMR-Gal4 was used to activate UAS-

dependent expression (A and B).
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the SV proteins CSP andVGlut at theNMJ. The strong reduction in
the abundance of SVmarkers is in agreement with previous data,
showing that high levels of Tau protein impair anterograde trans-
port of synaptic cargoes (53). Expression of Tau[R406W] and add-
itional induction of p50 RNAi did not enhance this decline
(Fig. 5A–C). Although there was a clear reduction in the abun-
dance of CSP and VGlut at the NMJ of Tau[R406W] larvae, there
were only minor changes in the overall appearance of NMJ (Sup-
plementary Material, Fig. S4).

Silencing members of the Dynein/Dynactin complex and
concomitant Tau[R406W] expression did not impair
larval locomotion

Nerve terminals of animals expressing Tau[R406W] with con-
comitant p50 silencing display a reduced abundance of synaptic
proteins, but otherwise appear rather normal with only small
morphological alteration in their NMJs. Thus, we investigated
whether the changes especially at the axons translate into

Figure 3. Effects after silencingmembers of the Dynein/Dynactin complex. (A) Schematic representation of the Dynein/Dynactin complex. Dynein subunits and Dynactin

subunits are linked by p150Glued, an evolutionarily, highly conserved and essential protein in this complex (45). Candidates identified in our screen aremarked in red. Gene

products that caused only mild changes in the Tau[R406W]-induced REP when silenced by RNAi are marked in orange. Eye-specific (GMR-Gal4) silencing of the genes

coding for proteins labeled in blue caused alterations of external eye structures or even lethality in the absence of Tau[R406W] confounding an interaction analysis.

Gene products labeled in white could not be analyzed for different reasons. (B) Exemplified pictures of adult eyes from flies expressing Tau[R406W] and silencing of

indicated genes by RNAi under control of the GMR-Gal4 driver. (C) Silencing of p50 in segmental nerves of L3 larvae reduces rates of retrograde transport. Transport

speed and rates of GFP-labeled mitochondria were measured in motor neurons with and without silencing of p50. Transport in the anterograde direction was not

impaired with regard to speed and rate of transported mitochondria. As expected, p50 silencing had no effect on the speed of transported mitochondria in the

retrograde direction. However, p50 silencing significantly reduced the rate of retrogradely transported mitochondria. D42-Gal4 driver was used to achieve UAS-

dependent expression of mito-GFP, Tau[R406W] and p50 RNAi in motor neurons.
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defects in locomotion. To that end, we performed the righting
assay, a sensitive assay to detectminor impairments inmotor co-
ordination skills at the larval stage (28,54). Larvae expressing Tau
[R406W] or p50 RNAi alone performed the righting task in the
same time as controls. Even the combination of Tauwith RNAi si-
lencing p50 did not cause any changes in righting ability (Fig. 6A).
To further probe the fidelity of synaptic function, we investigated
larval crawling. We employed a custom-built software (Animal-
tracer) that allowed us to determine speed and distance travelled

by larvae in a unbiased, automated manner (Fig. 6B). We could
not detect any significant difference in the locomotion speed be-
tween controls and larvae expressing either Tau[R406W] or p50
RNAi alone or concomitantly. Therefore, we assume that the
observed defects in motor neurons in third-instar larvae re-
present a pre-symptomatic stage of disease without, or only
mildly affecting neuronal function. Importantly, at this early
stage,mild impairments of the retrograde transport are sufficient
to dramatically exacerbate axonal perturbations caused by

Figure 4. Effect of impaired retrograde transport and Tau[R406W] expression on neuronal integrity and function. (A) Segmental nerves of Drosophila larvae expressing

indicated transgenes under control of the pan neural driver (elav-Gal4, 29°C) were stained with HRP to visualize neuronal membranes (green). Retrograde transport

was impaired by either (A–C) RNAi-mediated silencing of p50 or (D–F) by expression of a dominant-negative variant of p150Glued (Glued-DN). Pathological stages can be

estimated by increased HRP fluorescence and the amount of cargo that accumulates in nerves. Although very few HRP punctae were observed in larvae expressing

Tau[R406W], or p50 RNAi alone (A), the expression of Glued-DN led to a dramatic increase in HRP punctae (D). Irrespective of the nature of transported cargo proteins

(magenta), significant accumulation of (A–C) CSP or (E–G) Vesicular glutamate transporter (VGlut) was only observed upon concomitant Tau[R406W] expression and

impairment of retrograde transport. Single-channel pictures of HRP, CSP or VGlut are depicted in Supplementary Material, Figure S3. One-way ANOVA followed by

Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.
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ectopic expression of Tau[R406W]. Thus, these changes might be
of importance for pathogenesis in tauopathies. Assuming this,
the structural alterations on the cellular level observed at a rather
early stage of disease should eventually cause dysfunction evi-
dent on the organismal level.

Impaired retrograde transport in combination with Tau
[R406W] expression causes premature mortality and
locomotion defects in adult flies

Pan neural expression of Tau[R406W] and concomitant silencing
of p50 did not cause any locomotion deficits in larvae (Fig. 6). To
investigatewhether defects arise at later stages, we first analyzed
eclosion rates of pupae. Neither pan neural p50 silencing nor Tau
[R406W] expression alone did affect eclosion rates. In contrast, si-
lencing of p50 in Tau[R406W] expressing larvae strongly reduced
eclosion rates (Fig. 7A). This observation confirmed our assump-
tion that the pre-symptomatic signs of neuronal dysfunction be-
come symptomatic over time. However, the pupal lethality
prevented us from preforming further analysis using adult flies
with pan neural expression.

To address whether there were locomotion defects present in
adult flies following expression of Tau[R406W] and concomitant
impairment of retrograde transport machinery, we switched to a
motor neuron-specific driver (D42-Gal4). Using this driver, we

found that expression of Tau[R406W] in combination with p50 si-
lencing had no impact on viability. Thus, wewere able to perform
climbing assays on aged adult flies. Assaying locomotion of flies
with motor neuron-specific expression of Tau[R406W] in com-
bination with p50 silencing, we observed an age-dependent de-
cline in locomotion skills compared with controls (Fig. 7B). This
strongly suggests that cellular changes observed in pre-symp-
tomatic larvae eventually impair neuronal function in adult flies.

Discussion
Drosophila has been successfully used to study tauopathies (22).
Utilizing the UAS/Gal4 system (55), several groups have shown
that expression of human Tau (wild-type and mutant variants)
is detrimental to fly neurons (22,38,39,56). Pan neural expression
of Tau reduced the life span of flies accompanied by an age-
dependent degeneration of neuronal cell bodies, resulting in
vacuolization of the fly brain (22). Thus, Tau expression inflies re-
capitulates several key features observed in tauopathies (57–59).
Moreover, eye-specific expression of Tau caused the so-called
REP. The severity of the Tau-induced REP correlates with the
loss of photoreceptors and most importantly, Tau-induced REPs
are known to be sensitive towards genetic modifiers. Thus, the
REPs have been successfully used to identify suppressors
and/or enhancers in genetic modifier screens (38,39). In contrast

Figure 5. Reduced activity of the Dynein/Dynactin does not affect SV abundance at NMJs. (A) NMJs innervating muscle 6/7 in segment A2 and A4 of Drosophila larvae

expressing indicated transgenes under control of the pan neural driver (elav-Gal4, 29°C) were stained to visualize membranes (HRP, red) and two SV markers: CSP

(green) and vesicular glutamate transporter (VGlut, blue). Several boutons per NMJ are shown. Scale bar: 5 µm. (B and C) The abundance of SV proteins (B: CSP, C:

VGlut) at the NMJ is decreased in larvae expressing Tau[R406W]. p50 knockdown alone did not significantly affect SV abundance compared with control. In Tau

[R406W]-expressing background, concomitant p50 silencing did not further decrease SV abundance. One-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison

test. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.
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to our work where we used Tau[R406W], previous screens used
expression of either wild-type Tau or Tau[V337M] to induce an
REP. An additional difference between former screens and ours
is the selection of modifier libraries used. So far, rather small col-
lections of transposable elements covering a maximum of 2000
fly genes were used. In contrast, our screen utilized a library of
RNAi lines comprised of almost all fly genes having a human
ortholog (35). There are well-known drawbacks of using RNAi,
mainly possible off-target effects and the ambiguous efficacy of
gene silencing. However, the almost genome-wide coverage by
the VDRC collection and the availability of sub-libraries like the
“human ortholog” selection used here predominate these draw-
backs.We screened roughly 50% of all protein coding genes of the
fly genome. The specificity of our assays is highlighted by the fact
that only a small number of genes (<1% of all genes analyzed)
were identified to modify toxicity induced by Tau[R406W].
Cross-validation of identified candidates with previous screens
performed in our laboratory revealed specific modifiers of Tau
[R406W] toxicity, as they neither affected polyQ-induced REP
nor changed RNAi-expression eyemorphology per se. Themutant
Tau[R406W] variant used in our screen is linked to FTDP-17.
Evaluation of our candidates showed a common effect towards

wild-type and the R406W mutant Tau variant. Except for Cwc25,
all identified candidates might have a general implication in
tauopathies, regardless of any disease-causing Tau mutation.
Cwc25 is conserved among species from yeast to human. How-
ever, functional information on CWC25 protein is limited.
Yeast-derived data suggest that CWC25 is part of the spliceosome
and takes part in the initial steps of exon splicing (60,61). In our
analysis, cDNA constructs were used for Tau expression. Thus,
effects of splicing on Tau expression and abundance are unlikely.
For this reason, we desisted from further analysis of Cwc25 in the
context of Tau-induced toxicity.

In relation to other modifier screens of Tau-induced neurode-
generation, we report a number of novel modifiers not identified
in alternative screens (38,39). The differences in modifiers ob-
tained may be attributed to several differences in study design,
namely (i) the use of different mutant Tau variants (Tau[WT] or
Tau[V337M]), (ii) differences in Tau overexpression by the GAL4/
UAS system and (iii) different collections of P-element insertion
lines used for screening (i.e. P{EP} and P{Mae-UAS.6.11}). Our
modifiers were also largely distinct from those identified in a
C. elegansmodel of tauopathy (24,62) (Fig. 8). Despite these differ-
ences, also common results were found like proteins of the DDX,
SLC andVha family. Also one kinase, TAOK1 orMARKK, is present
in three of the four screens (subtle enhancer in the present
screen). These common modifiers demonstrate the significance
of the proteins in Tau pathology. In our screen, we identified sev-
eral lethal interactions: silencing of several candidates caused le-
thality in combination with Tau expression. This suggests that
relatively small changes in the abundance of key protein (func-
tion) can strongly modify Tau toxicity. Thus, little alterations in
protein function (e.g. by inhibitors) could have enormous effects
on Tau-induced toxicity, an encouraging point regarding the de-
velopment of potential therapeutic treatments. In addition, the
results may assist in identifying biomarkers that are predictive
of neurodegenerative tauopathies.

Our screen identified several members of the Dynein/Dynac-
tin complex. Especially the key components of the complex,
p150glued and p50, were identified as enhancers of Tau-induced
toxicity (Fig. 3). Interestingly it was shown that the N-terminal
part of Tau directly interacts with p150glued (30). Although the
authors found Tau to be responsible for stabilization of Dynein/
Dynactin at the MT, our findings suggest a more complex inter-
action, as the impaired Dynein/Dynactin complex contributes
to Tau-induced pathology. Detailed analysis showed that an im-
paired retrograde transport and concomitant Tau expression
caused accumulation of synaptic proteins in axons of segmental
nerves (Fig. 4). Interestingly, these accumulations had no major
impact on synaptic function, as larval locomotion was not
impaired (Fig. 6B). This suggests that we analyzed a pre-
symptomatic stage of tauopathies. Nevertheless, adult flies
with Tau[R406W] and concomitant p50 RNAi displayed a reduc-
tion in geotaxis 10 days after eclosion (Fig. 7B).

Alterations in axonal transport are commonly observed in
several severe neurodegenerative diseases like ALS (63), spinal
muscular atrophy (64), hereditary spastic paraplegia (65), AD
(66–68), polyglutamine diseases (69,70), Parkinson’s disease (71)
and Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease (72–74). Tau, as an MT binding
protein, is predominantly present in the axonal compartment,
where it binds to and stabilizes MTs, the tracks for transport.
Pathological changes in the Tau protein have an impact on the
MT-based transport. As MTs serve as the tracks for axonal trans-
port, a decreased efficiency of axonal transport in vivo is observed
in the presence of hyperphosphorylated Tau (29). On the other
hand, an excess of Tau bound to MTs impairs MT-based

Figure 6. Analysis of fly larvae. Plotted is (A) the time interval of an upside down

turned larva needs to get back to an upright position (righting time) normalized to

control and (B) larval speed. Assaying indicated genotypes, including larvae with

Tau[R406W] expression in combination with impaired retrograde transport (p50

RNAi), revealed no significant differences (one-way ANOVA followed by

Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test) between tested genotypes. Pan neural

driver elav-Gal4 was used to drive expression and white-RNAi served as control

(A and B). Number of larvae analyzed was n > 20 (A) and averages of six movies

per genotype monitoring up to 200 larvae per movie (B).
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transport, too. For example, some Kinesin motor proteins (re-
sponsible for anterograde transport) are known to pause or
even detach from MT due to enhanced interaction with MT-
bound Tau. Dynein/Dynactin motor proteins do not detach, but
rather show a transient reversal of direction upon interaction
with Tau onMTs (75). Hyperphosphorylated Tau decreases trans-
port efficiency in vivo (29) and leads to “traffic jams” by disorga-
nized MTs (76). Shifting the ratio of Tau bound or unbound to
MT has impact on the MT network of axons and accordingly on
axonal transport (59). Phosphorylation of Tau at multiple sites
causes its detachment from the MTs. Accumulation of MT de-
tached Tau might also sterically block axonal transport (53). In
summary, the detailed mechanisms of how Tau influences
motor proteins in vivo still remain elusive.

Our findings suggest that an impaired retrograde transport
enhances Tau-induced toxicity. Moreover, detailed analysis of
segmental nerves and NMJs in Drosophila larvae implies that im-
pairment in retrograde axonal transport precedes detrimental
changes at the synapse. Although there were only minor defects
observed at synapses in larvae with Tau[R406W] expression and
concomitant silencing of p50 (Fig. 5), these larvae showed signifi-
cantly more axonal abnormalities when compared with controls
(Fig. 4). Although axonal and/or synaptic defects will eventually
cause neuronal dysfunction, our in vivo analysis suggests that—
at least in the model used by us—it starts with axonal defects.

In summary, we performed a large-scale, unbiased screen for
modifiers of Tau[R406W]-induced toxicity. As a result, we identi-
fied a number of known and unknown modifiers. The first prov-
ing the robustness of our screening approach, the latter providing
insights into newmechanisms contributing to toxicity in tauopa-
thies. Moreover, we show that an impaired retrograde transport
strongly enhances Tau-induced toxicity and that detrimental
effects first appear in the axonal compartment rather than the
synapse.

Materials and Methods
Flies

Flies were raised and maintained on standard cornmeal-agar-
yeast food at 25°C. Unless otherwise specified, experiments
with D. melanogaster larvae and adults were conducted at 25°C.
UAS-shRNA fly lines were obtained from the Vienna Drosophila
Resource Centre (VDRC). A list of VDRC transformant IDs is avail-
able on request.

Driver lines:

w[*];P{w[+mC] =Gal4-ninaE.GMR} (BL 1104; GMR-Gal4 in text);
w[*];;P{w[+mW.hs] =GawB}D42 (BL 8816; D42-Gal4 in text) and
P{w[+mW.hs] = GawB}elav[C155] (BL 458, elav-Gal4 in text)
were obtained from Bloomington Stock Centre.

Non-shRNA lines:

w[*];;P{w[+mC] =UAS-hTau[R406W]} (Tau[R406W] in text, gift
from Mel Feany (22)). y[*]w[*];;P(acman){w[+] = UAS-Tau[WT]}
and y[*]w[*];;P(acman){w[+] =UAS-Tau[R406W]} used to achieve

Figure 8. Overlaps between existing and the presented screen for modifiers of

Tau-induced pathology. A Venn diagram of the present work (red) and three

previous publications of Tau-related modifier-screens: two misexpression-

based screens in Drosophila (38,39) and an RNAi-based screen in C. elegans (62).

The mode of modification is not addressed due to differences in model

organisms and readout strategies. Modifiers that only show subtle or unspecific

effects (in polyQ or TDP43-induced REP) are shown in grey. DDX family, SLC

family and Vha family delineate the overlap by two different genes coding for

proteins of the same family, respectively.

Figure 7. Detrimental effects in adult flies with impaired retrograde transport and Tau[R406W] expression. (A) Eclosion rates of flies with pan neural expression of

indicated transgenes. Note that only pupae with Tau[R406W] expression and parallel silencing of either p50 or p150 displayed a reduced percentage of eclosed adults.

(B) Climbing index of flies with motor neuron-specific (D42-Gal4) expression of Tau[R406W] in combination with RNAi-mediated silencing of either vasa (control) or

p50. No differences was observed 5 days after eclosion, whereas 10 days after eclosion, flies with concomitant expression of Tau[R406W] and p50 RNAi showed a

significant reduction in climbing ability. Two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test. *P < 0.05.
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comparable Tau expression levels (Fig. 2) were generated by
BestGene (http://www.thebestgene.com), insertion site
76A2, strain 9732. w[*];P{w[+mC] =UAS-Hsap\MJD.tr-Q78}
c211.2 (BL 8150; referred to in text as polyQ), w[*];P{w[+mC] =
UAS-Gl[Delta]}96B (BL 51645; referred to in text as p150gluedDN)
and w[1118];P{w[+mW.hs] =GawB}D42,P{w[+mC] =UAS-mito-
HA-GFP.AP}3 e[1]/TM6B,Tb[1] (BL 42737).

Screening

Screening was performed using a screening stock with eye-
specific Tau expression (w;P{w[+mC] =Gal4-ninaE.GMR}/CyO;P{w
[+mC] =UAS-hTau[R406W]}/TM3; short GMR>Tau[R406W] in text).
Female GMR>Tau[R406W] flies were crossbred with male flies
from the UAS-shRNA library and F1 generation was analyzed
with regard to changes in the Tau[R406W]-induced REP. At least
10 flies (preferentially five males and females) were used to de-
termine REP severity. Modifiers of the screening phenotype
were categorized as suppressors or enhancers, whereas the latter
were subdivided into enhancers and lethal interactions. Modi-
fiers were confirmed by at least three biological replicates.

Documentation of compound eye phenotypes

Documentation of compound-eye phenotypes was achieved
using an Olympus SZX10 equipped with a SC30 camera and
Cell A acquisition software. Selected REPs were documented
using scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM). Unfixed anduncoated
flies were imaged using ESEM XL30 FEG scanning electronmicro-
scope by FEI, Eindhoven, in “low-vacuum mode” (0.8–1.5 Torr)
and an accelerating voltage of 10 kV. Adobe Photoshop was
used to rotate and crop images.

Negative geotaxis analysis

Negative geotaxis analysis was performed usingmale flies raised
at 18°C and transferred to 29°C after eclosure. Five and 10 days
after eclosion, groups of 10 flies were gently tapped down and
the number of flies passing 8 cm height in 10 s was counted (10
repetitions). The minimal number of flies tested per genotype
and time point was 44.

Eclosion rates

Eclosion rates indicate the proportion of adult flies hatched from
pupae. Flies were allowed to deposit eggs for 24 h in standard
food vials. Afterwards, vials were cleared and eggs were placed
at 29°C. Upon hatching, adult flies were removed constantly,
until flies no longer emerged. Subsequently, eclosed and
un-eclosed pupae were counted. Eclosion rates (percent) were
calculated by determining the ratio of empty pupae to the total
number of pupae in each vial.

Righting assay

Righting assaywas performed essentially as previously described
(54). In brief, size-matched female L3 larvae were collected and
placed for 10min on an agar plate to acclimatize to the experi-
mental conditions before performing the assay. Larvae were
placed upside down on the agar plate, and the total time required
to regain normal orientation and to initiate the first contraction
wave was recorded. Twenty larvae were analyzed per genotype.
Each larva was assayed three times. The average righting time
per trial was used for analysis. Data were normalized to control.

Larval locomotion

Larval locomotion defects are tested by larvae locomotion speed
and using the righting assay. The larvae locomotion speed was
quantified as previously described (48). To measure locomotion
speed, we placed up to 200 larvae on a 15 × 15 cm agar plate and
filmed for 10min. Locomotion of the larvae were analyzed with
the custom-built software Animaltracer. This software was on
the basis of the MATLAB software package Worm Tracker &
Track Analyzer (Department of Molecular and Cellular Physi-
ology at Stanford University). This algorithm can be divided
into two parts: the larval tracker and the track analyzer. The lar-
val tracker identifies and tracks individual larvaewithin amovie.
The track analyzer analyzes the movies and returns the size and
the velocity of single larvae. Average locomotion speed is calcu-
lated for every movie. Larvae that touched each other were auto-
matically excluded from analysis, and larvae with velocities less
than 10% of average velocity of the respective genotypewere like-
wise excluded from analysis. Aminimumof sixmovies per geno-
type were analyzed. For all further statistical analysis, n was
defined as the number of movies analyzed.

Western blot

Western blot was performed using fly heads homogenized in
radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer (50m Tris, pH 8.0,
150m NaCl, 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 0.5% sodium
deoxycholate, 1× protease inhibitors (Roche), 1% Nonidet P-40).
Lysates were separated on 12% gel by SDS–polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis. Proteinswere transferred to nitrocellulosemem-
brane. Membrane was blocked with 5% (w/v) skimmed milk
Tris-buffered saline containing 0.1% Tween-20. For detection of
proteins, the following primary antibodies were used: mouse
anti-Tau (1:500) and anti-Syntaxin (1:1000), both obtained from
the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (DSHB). Secondary
HRP-coupled antibodies (1:10 000, Amersham) were used for
chemiluminescence detection (Immun-Star™, WesternC™
Chemiluminescent Kit, BioRad).

Immunohistochemistry

Immunohistochemistry of larval filets was performed as previ-
ously described (77). In brief, third-instar larvae were raised at
29°C and cut open along the dorsal midline. After removal of
the inner organs, larvae were fixed for 10min and stained with
primary and secondary antibodies. Primary antibodies were ap-
plied overnight (4°C) and secondary antibodies were incubated
for 2 h at room temperature. The following reagents were used:
fixative, 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS); washing solution: polybutylene terephthalate (PBT; PBS
supplemented with 0.05% Triton X100); and blocking solution:
5% normalized goat serum in PBT. Larval preparations were
mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories). Primary anti-
bodies were used in the following dilutions: mouse anti-CSP
(DSHB) 1:50, mouse anti-Tubulin (DSHB) 1:100 and rabbit anti-
DVGlut (gift from Hermann Aberle) 1:1000. Goat anti-HRP-Cy3
antibody (Dianova) was used at a dilution of 1:500. Secondary
antibodies mouse-Alexa-568 and rabbit-Atto 647 (Molecular
Probes) were used at a dilution of 1:500.

Illness scores

Illness scoreswere defined to analyze the integrity of nerve term-
inals in a double-blinded neurodegenerative scoring paradigm.
Here, we took into account occurrence of dystrophic boutons
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and inhomogeneity of HRP staining at the NMJs as a measure of
the degree of pathological alterations. We assigned an illness
score ranging from 0 to 4, with 0 being healthy NMJs with no ap-
parent dystrophic boutons and inhomogeneity of HRP and 4 for
most severe degenerative changes as a measure of the degree
of neurodegenerative alterations in nerve terminals.

Microscopy and image analysis

Microscopy and image analysis were performed as previously de-
scribed (48). Samples were imaged on a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal
microscope equipped with 405, 445, 488, 514, 561 and 633 Laser
Lines and ConfoCor 3 Scanhead. Unless otherwise noted, the fol-
lowing settings were used: objective: 40× plan Apochromat, 1.3 N.
A.; Voxel Size: 100 nm× 100 nm× 500 nm; pinhole: 1 AU, average:
2–4. Samples were imaged at the maximum level of brightness,
while avoiding saturation. For quantitative comparisons of inten-
sities, common settings were chosen so as to avoid saturation in
any of the genotypes. Images were processed as follows: (1)
brightness and contrastwere adjusted. (2) If appropriate, a Gauss-
ian filter (radius = 2) was applied to the z-stack. (3) Brightness and
contrast were adjusted. The relevant slices of themodified stacks
weremaximum-projected. Projected imageswere scaled by 2. For
better visualization, sometimes a gamma adjustment (gamma=
0.75) was applied as indicated in the figure legend. ImageJ 1.41o,
1.44p or 1.45 s (US National Institutes of Health; http://rsb.info.
nih.gov/ij/download.html) was used to process and analyze
images.

In vivo imaging

In vivo imaging of transport was essentially performed as previ-
ously described (78–80), using a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal micro-
scope equipped with a 40× Plan Apochromat Objective (1.3 N.
A.). For better visualization of moving mitochondria, all mito-
chondria in a 20 µm segment of the nervewere bleached. This al-
lowed for easy visualization of moving particles passing through
the bleached region. Imaging was performed in anesthetized lar-
vae using an excitation light of 488 nm wavelength. Range of
wavelength absorption: 505–550 nm. The following settings
were employed for time series: z-planes: 10; voxel size: 290 nm×
290 nm× 1500 nm, pinhole: 1.6 AU, average: 2, time settings: 150
cycles each being approximately 5 s long.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was calculated using GraphPad Prism soft-
ware. Plotted is mean and standard deviation (SD). Data were
analyzed by either one-way or two-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) followed by Bonferroni’s post-hoc test. Only significant
differences are marked in figures. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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